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Abstract. Flash-memory based solid state disks, though currently more
expensive and inadequate in write cycles, offer much faster read accesses while
consume much less energy compared with hard disk drives. In order to gain
complementary merits of hard disks and flash disks, we propose a hybrid disk
array based storage architecture for data-intensive server-class applications.
Further, on top of the proposed storage architecture, a self-adaptive file
reallocation strategy, called SAIL, which is able to adapt to dynamically
changed file access patterns, is developed. Comprehensive trace-driven
experiments demonstrate that compared with a very recent file placement
technique PB-PDC, which also employs the combined advantages of a hard
disk and a flash memory device, SAIL exhibits its strength in both performance
and energy consumption while maintains the reliability of flash disks by
confining their write cycles.
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1 Introduction
File assignment problem (FAP), the problem of allocating a set of files onto a disk
array before they are accessed so that some cost functions or performance metrics can
be optimized, have been extensively studied [9][16][20][22][23][24]. Typically, file
assignment algorithms reported in the literature can be categorized into two camps:
static [16][23][24] and dynamic [2][20][22]. While static file assignment algorithms
require a prior knowledge about the workload statistics, dynamic file assignment
strategies can adapt to varying access patterns without the prior information of the
characteristics of files. In this paper, we address the problem of dynamically assigning
and reallocating files in a hybrid disk array storage system where hard disks and flash
disks are structured in a RAID-0 fashion, respectively.
1.1 File Allocation and Reallocation
There have been many studies [16][23][24] over static file assignment problem where
the following two assumptions are held: (1) all files are to be allocated at the same

time; (2) the access frequency of each file is known as a priori and it does not change
over time. In reality, however, these two assumptions are largely unrealistic. This is
because file systems are highly dynamic, which implies that many files are created or
deleted on the fly [22]. Moreover, the access pattern of a file system might change
over a long-term period [19]. Therefore, dynamic file allocation and reallocation
algorithms, which are able to intelligently allocate files dynamically created and to
reorganize files to adapt to varying access pattern become indispensable.
Unfortunately, compared with numerous static file assignment algorithms
[16][23][24], only very few investigations on dynamic file allocation [22] and
reallocation problem [20] have been accomplished. Weikum et al. first proposed an
array of heuristic algorithms for the placement of dynamically created files on a hard
disk array [22]. Later on they extended their algorithms to accommodate dynamic
redistributions of the data when access patterns change [20]. However, all of their
algorithms bear the following three major limitations [20]. First, they assume that all
of the subrequests are uniformly distributed among the disks, which obviously
contradicts the fact that real workloads generally exhibit skewed access frequencies
[16][19]. Second, their approaches just assume that the relevant workload parameters
can be estimated with sufficient accuracy without actually implementing any dynamic
file access monitoring mechanisms. Finally, all their algorithms employ a file-specific
striping policy, which means the size of a stripe unit is file-dependent. The nonuniform file striping method is not practical because it will impose a prohibitive
overhead on disk array controller. Therefore, a new dynamic file allocation and
reallocation strategy without the limitations mentioned above is needed to fully
address the challenging dynamic file assignment and reorganization problem. Besides,
the new strategy should be energy-aware as disk arrays contribute a significant
percentage of total energy consumption in a computing infrastructure.
1.2 Why Flash Disks?
Flash memory is useful for more than just consumer devices. Current flash memory
assisted hard disk storage systems are mainly proposed to be applied in mobile
platforms like personal laptops [6][15] or embedded systems [4]. Essentially, these
flash memory and hard disk mixed storage systems only take flash memory as an
extra layer of cache buffer [1] [15]. Very recently, Kim et al. extended the usage of
flash memory device by developing an energy-efficient file placement technique
named PB-PDC (pattern-based PDC), which adapts the existing PDC (Popular Data
Concentration) algorithm [17] by separating read and write I/O requests. More
precisely, PB-PDC locates all read-only data on a flash drive while puts all the rest of
data on a hard disk. Still, the PB-PDC technique only concentrated on one flash drive
with a single hard disk in a mobile laptop computing environment.
We believe that the application of flash memory can go far beyond personal mobile
computing and embedded system domains because it is also well-suited for enterprise
level applications, where performance, energy conservation, and disk reliability need
to be taken into account simultaneously [4]. Compared with hard disk drives, flash
disks possess the following salient advantages [10][18]. First, they inherently
consume much less energy than mechanical mechanism based hard disks [4]. Second,

because of their solid state design they are free of mechanical movements, and thus,
their reliability are enhanced. Third, they offer much faster random access without
seek time delays and rotation latencies [13][14]. The main concern on current flash
disks is their considerably higher prices. Therefore, it is wise to integrate small
capacity flash disks with high capacity hard disk drives to form a hybrid disk array so
that their complementary merits can be benefited by enterprise applications.
1.3 Self-Adaptive File Reallocation
In this section we re-examine the dynamic file allocation and reallocation problem in
the context of a hybrid disk array. Flash disks, though energy-saving in nature, have
inferior performance in write speed compared to hard disks. Besides, they have
limited number of erasure cycles. To fully exploit the advantages of flash disks and
hard disks, we develop a self-adaptive file reallocation strategy named SAIL. SAIL
dynamically monitors the access patterns of each file. Files can be dynamically
created or deleted. In addition, the access pattern of each file could vary over time.
Initially, all files including newly created files are distributed across the hard disk
array in RAID-0 manner. At the end of each epoch, after obtaining statistics of each
file’s access pattern, SAIL first separates all files into three broad categories: writeexcessive, read-exclusive, and read-write. If the frequency of a file’s write accesses
exceeds the suggested flash disk write frequency threshold value (e.g., 1 million times
within 5 years), it will be defined as a write-excessive file and will stay on the hard
disk array. All rest files will be further divided into two groups: read-exclusive and
read-write. Files with both read and write accesses are in the read-write group,
whereas files with only read accesses go into the read-exclusive group. Next, SAIL
selects a set of files that are appropriate for being allocated on the flash disk array
from the read-exclusive and the read-write groups based on each file’s popularity,
performance gain pgi (Eq. 4), and energy gain egi (Eq. 5). And then SAIL reallocates
these files onto the flash disk array. When file access pattern changes, SAIL
redistributes files between the flash disk array and the hard disk array accordingly.
Based on the observations from some real-life traces [8][19], the popularity of a
piece of data normally does not change dramatically in a short period of time. Thus,
we argue that although the access pattern of a particular file may noticeably vary over
a long run it only smoothly changes within each epoch. Therefore, it is feasible for
SAIL to use the most recent access statistics of a file to predict its next epoch file
access pattern in a dynamic I/O workload scenario.

2 The Hybrid Storage Architecture
There are two main types of flash memory in the market: NAND flash memory and
NOR flash memory [4]. Since NAND flash memory is more appropriate for data
storage [4], we only consider NAND flash memory in this paper. Also, there are two
options when one implements a flash memory based storage system: emulating a flash
disk as a block-device like a hard disk or designing a brand new native file system
directly over flash disks. We adopt the first approach as it introduces little change of

an operating system running on a host machine. In order to integrate a flash disk into
an existing storage system, two important layers of software modules that sit between
the file system and the flash disk are indispensable [12]. They are MTD (memory
technology device) driver and FTL (flash translation layer) driver. Lower-level
functions of a storage medium such as read, write, and erase are provided by the MTD
driver. Supported by the underlying lower-level functions offered by the MTD driver,
the FTL driver implements higher-level algorithms like wear-leveling, garbage
collection, and physical/logical address translation [12]. With the assistance of the
FTL driver, the file system can access the flash disk as a hard disk without being
aware of the existence of the flash disk. How to design and implement these two
software layers of modules is out of the scope of this paper. We assume that MTD and
FTL drivers exist between file system and the flash disk.
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Fig. 1. Overview of the hybrid disk array architecture.

The hybrid disk array storage architecture is depicted in Fig. 1, where both hard
disks and flash disks are directly attached to the system bus. All hard disks are
organized in a RAID structure like RAID-0. Similarly, all flash disks are managed in
the same RAID organization as the hard disk array. Besides, the number of hard disks
is equal to the number of flash disks and each flash disk cooperates with a hard disk
through a dedicated high-bandwidth connection to compose a disk pair. The rationale
behind the disk pair configuration is three-fold. First, the equal number of the two
types of disks makes balancing load between the hard disk array and the flash disk
array easier. Second, it simplifies file reallocation between the two disk arrays. Last
but not least, the disk pair configuration obviously enhances storage system’s faulttolerance and reliability by reducing disk reconstruction time when a hard disk or a
flash disk fails. For example, when a hard disk fails, its partner flash disk can largely
help the recovery of the failed hard disk in two ways. First of all, since part of data
was on the flash disk, the replacement hard disk only needs to recover the data that
was originally on the failed hard disk. Second, during the hard disk reconstruction
process, the flash disk can still serve part of normal requests from outside clients,
which greatly alleviates the workload of the replacement hard disk, which in turn
speeds up the disk recovery process. Thus, the hard disk reconstruction time in the
proposed hybrid disk storage architecture is shorter than that of in a pure hard disk

array architecture. The SAIL strategy is implemented as a software component within
the hybrid disk array controller. It consists of the following five modules: file
placement initializer, file access monitor, redistribution table generator, file reorganizer, and disk space manager. The five modules coordinate together to
dynamically allocate and reallocate files between the hard disk array and the flash
disk array (Fig. 2).

3 The SAIL Strategy
The methodology behind the SAIL strategy is to judiciously yet adaptively divide the
entire file set into a flash-preferred subset and a hard-preferred subset based on
dynamic I/O workload characteristics. Each subset of files is then allocated onto its
favorite disk array so that the complementary merits of flash disks and hard disks can
be mostly utilized while their respective disadvantages can be largely avoided.
Supported by the proposed hybrid disk storage architecture, the goal of SAIL is to
achieve a high performance, energy conservation, and desirable system reliability at
the same time.
3.1 Design Methodology
SAIL realizes its goal by exploiting two critical I/O workload characteristics: file
access locality and file access type. The presence of access locality in I/O workload
has long been recognized in the literature. For example, it is well-known that 10% of
files accessed on a web server account for 90% of the server requests and 90% of the
bytes transferred [1]. Similar workload locality has also been observed in OLTP
applications running in large financial institutions [11]. The implication of workload
locality is that the overall system performance can be noticeably improved if the I/O
requests on the small percentage popular files can be served more efficiently. File
access locality suggests us concentrate on the allocation and reallocation of the
minority popular files. The second important I/O workload characteristic is file access
type, namely, write-excessive, read-exclusive, and read-write. In an investigation of
file system workloads, Roselli et al. found that file access has a bimodal distribution
pattern within which some files are written excessively without being read while
others are almost exclusively read [19]. This observation confirms that it is feasible
for SAIL to separate files into the aforementioned three categories based on the type
of accesses that they received. It is easily understood that read-exclusive files are
suitable for flash disks as they don’t contribute any erasure cycles to flash disks.
Further, accessing these read-exclusive files on flash disk can significantly save
energy and gain potential performance enhancement due to no seek time and rotation
latency any more. Similarly, write-excessive files are more appropriate for hard disks
where erasure cycle limitation doesn’t apply. The most difficult task for a file
allocation and reallocation strategy is to decide where some read-write popular files
should go. Unlike existing conservative algorithms such as PB-PDC [15][17], which
immediately puts all read-write files onto hard disks to avoid any write cycles on flash

disk, SAIL adopts a more open attitude and makes a smart decision based on a good
trade-off between performance and energy saving.
3.2 System Models
The set of files is represented as F = {f1, ..., fi, …, fm}. Also, the flash disk array is
modeled as FD ={fd1, ..., fdj, …, fdn}, whereas the hard disk array is denoted by HD
={hd1, ..., hdj, …, hdn}. Since each file will be allocated onto either a set of hard disks
or a set of flash disks in a striping manner, let sp denote the size of a stripe in Kbyte
and it is assumed to be a constant in the system. A file fi (fi ∈ F) is modeled as a set of
rational parameters, e.g., fi = (si, ri, wi, bi), where si is the file’s size in Mbyte, ri is the
file’s read access rate (1/second), wi is the file’s write access rate (1/second), and bi is
the number of batches of the file, which is defined in Eq. 1. Assume that d istart is the
starting disk of file fi’s striping distribution.
⎧⎪1, if si /sp ≤ ( n − d istart + 1)
.
bi = ⎨
⎪⎩1 + (( si /sp ) − ( n − d istart + 1)) / n , otherwise

⎡

⎤

(1)

Each hard disk’s transfer rate (for both read and write) is th (Mbyte/second). For
both hard disks and flash disks, we only consider a two- level power model: active
mode and idle mode. In other words, a flash disk or a hard disk can only work in
either active mode when it reads/writes data or idle mode when no such read/write
activities occur. This assumption is valid for server-class applications because
intensive server-level workload does not allow hard disks to spin up/down to save
energy due to very slim time slots between requests. A hard disk’s active energy
consumption rate and idle energy consumption rate are ph (Watts) and ih (Watts),
respectively. Similarly, a flash disk is modeled as fdj = (rf, wf, pf, if), where rf is its read
rate (Mbyte/second), wf is its write rate (Mbyte/second), pf is its active energy
consumption rate (Watts), and if is its idle energy consumption rate (Watts). In
addition, SK denotes average seeking time of a hard disk and RT represents average
rotation latency of a hard disk. The time span of one epoch is denoted by Te (second).
Therefore, the mean service time of file fi served by a hard disk is
mst

h
i

= b i ( SK + RT + sp / t h ) .

(2)

However, if the file is served by a flash disk, its mean service time becomes
mstif = [riTebi (sp / r f ) + wiTebi (sp / w f )] /(ri + wi )Te = bi(ri / r f + wi / w f ) /(ri +wi ) .

(3)

Hence, the performance gain pgi in terms of mean service time reduction ratio of
file fi is defined in Eq. 4.
pg

i

= mst

h
i

/ mst

i

f

= ( SK + RT + sp / t h )( ri + w i ) /( ri / r

f

+ wi / w

f

)

.

(4)

For each read-write file, we need to decide where to store it. Thus, we need to
calculate its energy gain egi in one epoch in Eq. 5, where ecih is the energy
consumption of file fi in one epoch if it is stored in the hard disk array, and ecif is the
energy consumption of fi in one epoch if it is in the flash disk array.
eg i = ec ih / ec i f = [

ph
th

( ri + w i )] /[ p f (

ri
r

f

+

wi
w

f

)] .

(5)

Since in some situations it is desirable to trade performance for energy-saving,
SAIL employs a parameter named PDA (performance degradation allowed) to make
a good trade-off between performance and energy when it makes reallocation
decisions for read-write files. Essentially, PDA is a constant value set by system
administrator and it is in the range [0, 1). If the system administrator believes that
performance is the most important goal, he can set PDA as zero, which implies that
performance degradation caused by allocating a read-write file onto the flash disk
array is not permitted. If sacrificing some performance for energy-saving is desirable,
he can set PDA to a value larger than zero (e.g., 20%). In this case, if a read-write
file’s performance gain pgi (Eq. 4) is within the range [1-PDA, 1] and its energy gain
egi (Eq. 5) is larger than 1, the file will be reallocated onto the flash disk so that
energy-saving can be realized at the price of performance.
The total number of write cycles of a flash disk is a constant WC, which is assumed
to be 1 million in our simulation experiments. Besides, DY represents the duration
years of a flash disk and we set DY as 5 years. As a result, WCPS (write cycles per
second) that is allowed by a flash disk is defined in Eq. 6 as below.
WCPS = (WC / DY ) /( 365 ∗ 24 ∗ 60 ∗ 60 ) .

(6)

For instance, the value of WCPS in our simulations is around 0.0063 (1/second).
Therefore, the reliability loss rli of file fi if it is stored on the flash disk array can be
computed by
⎧1, if w i ≥ WCPS
rl i = ⎨
⎩ 0 , otherwise

.

(7)

The request set is designated as R = {r1, ..., rk, …, rx}. Each request is modeled as rk
= (fidk, ak, tk), where fidk is the file ID that is accessed by the request rk, ak is the

arrival time of request rk, tk is the type of the request rk and it can be “r”, “w”, “c”, and
“d” representing “read”, “write”, “create”, and “delete”, respectively.
3.3 Implementations
The SAIL strategy consists of five modules (Fig. 2) that coordinate with each other
via five data structures (Fig. 3): file position and popularity table, file re-distribution
table, free flash space queue, free hard space queue, and deleted file queue.
I/O Requests

File Access
Monitor

Deleted File
Queue
File Redistribution
Table

File Position and
Popularity Table
Redistribution Table
Generator

File
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Free Flash Space
Queue

Disk Space
Manager

Free Hard Space
Queue

Fig. 2. The SAIL strategy; modules in the dotted rectangle execute once per epoch.

At the beginning, all files are striped across the hard disk array in a RAID-0
fashion. Dynamically created files are also distributed initially across the hard disk
array. SAIL first starts the file placement initializer, which creates some important
data structures such as file position and popularity table for later use (Fig. 3). After
the hybrid disk array begins to serve I/O requests, SAIL launches the file access
monitor to record each file’s popularity in terms of number of accesses within one
epoch in the file position and popularity table. The file position and popularity table,
which contains the latest popularity information of each file, will be used later by the
redistribution table generator to generate the file re-distribution table. After labeling
all popular files, the redistribution table generator generates the file re-distribution
table, which lists all files that need to be reallocated between the hard disk array and
the flash disk array. Guided by the file re-distribution table, the file re-organizer
reallocates all files in the file re-distribution table to their preferred destinations.
During the file reallocation process, the file re-organizer consults to the disk space
manager, which is responsible for managing disk space for both hard disk array and
flash disk array.
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(a) A sample file position and popularity table (FPP table).
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Fig. 3. Major data structures for the SAIL strategy.

Obviously, file reorganization is achieved at the cost of both performance
degradation and extra energy consumption. Fortunately, SAIL only needs to reorganize a small portion of popular files at the end of each epoch due to the smooth
changes in file access pattern. Also, to reduce the overhead associated with file reorganization, SAIL confines the time span of each epoch so that frequent file
reallocation can be avoided.

4 Performance Evaluation
This section presents results of a comprehensive experimental study comparing the
proposed SAIL strategy with the PB-PDC algorithm. To the best of our knowledge,
PB-PDC is the only existing data placement algorithm that partitions data between a
hard disk and a flash memory device. This is largely because how to combine newly
manufactured flash disks with traditional hard disk drives to form efficient storage
systems for data-intensive applications is a brand new research topic. Note that one of
the most significant differences between SAIL and PB-PDC is that SAIL is integrated
with RAID structures on top of a hybrid disk array for enterprise applications,
whereas PB-PDC in its current status merely employs one hard disk with one flash
memory device in a personal laptop computing environment. In this section, we first
introduce experimental setup including performance metrics, the real trace, hard disk
and flash disk characteristics, and simulation parameters that we used. Next, in
Sections 4.2 we analyze experimental results.

4.1 Experimental Setup
We developed an execution-driven simulator that models a hybrid disk array, which
has one hard disk array and one flash disk array (see Fig. 1). The main characteristics
of the hard disk and the flash disk used in simulations are shown in Table 1. The
performance metrics by which we evaluate system performance include:
 Mean response time: average response time of all access requests submitted to the
simulated hybrid disk array storage system.
 Energy consumption: energy consumed by the hybrid disk array during the process
of serving the entire request set.
 Write cycles: the maximal number of write on one flash disk during one epoch.
We evaluate the SAIL and the PB-PDC algorithms by running trace-driven
simulations over the Auspex trace originated from Berkeley [8], which has been
widely used in the literature. Since the simulation times in our experiments are much
shorter compared with the time span of the trace, we only choose the first 1100,000
I/O requests from the trace in our experiments. We examined the impacts of flash disk
capacity on system performance by controlling the parameter.
Table 1. Hard disk and flash disk parameters.

Model number
Capacity (GB)
Spindle speed (RPM)
Ave. seek time (ms)
Ave. latency (ms)
Transfer rate (Mbytes/sec)

Seagate
Cheetah 15K.4
ST373454FC
73.4
15 K
3.5
2.0
77

Active power (watts)

17

Idle power (watts)

11.4

Hard disk

Flash disk

Adtron Flashpak

Model number
Capacity (GB)
Access time (ms)
Seek time
Read (Mbytes/sec)
Write (Mbytes/sec)
Read/write power
(watts)
Idle power (watts)

A25FB-20
4, 8, 16, 24, 32
0.272
0
78
47
3.43
1.91

4.2 Impact of Flash Disk Capacity
The first group of experiments was conducted to study the impact of flash disk
capacity on the performance of the two algorithms (Fig. 4). An average improvement
of 24.2% in mean response time and 28.2% in energy consumption were observed by
SAIL over PB-PDC (Fig. 4).
With an increased capacity of each flash disk, it is easy to understand that both
SAIL and PB-PDC can improve their performance in terms of mean response time
(Fig. 4). Meanwhile, energy consumption of both algorithms is reduced (Fig. 4). This
is because more popular files can be placed on flash disks when more flash disk space
is available. In terms of the maximal write cycles on one flash disk during an epoch,
SAIL results in only 35 write cycles within one epoch (1000 seconds) when the
capacity of a flash disk is 16 GB. Considering the huge capacity of a flash disk and
the relatively very small number of total write cycles on it, the write cycles per block

within one epoch caused by SAIL is far from a flash disk’s write cycle threshold
value WCPS (see Eq. 6). Besides, modern flash disks normally have built-in wearleveling techniques [21]. Thus, we believe that the impact of SAIL on flash disk
reliability can be safely omitted.

Fig. 4. An overall comparison of the two algorithms with respect to flash disk capacity.

5 Conclusions
In this paper, we address dynamic file allocation and reallocation problem in the
context of a hybrid disk array. A new disk array architecture was proposed to replace
traditional pure hard disk based disk arrays in server-class data-intensive applications.
Powered by the proposed storage architecture, we further designed and implemented a
novel self-adaptive dynamic file allocation and reallocation strategy SAIL, which
judiciously separate files between one hard disk array and one flash disk array based
their access patterns. Thus, the complementary merits of hard disk and flash disk can
be mostly utilized while their respective shortcomings can be avoided.
Comprehensive simulation experiments demonstrate that SAIL consistently
outperforms an existing dynamic file assignment algorithm PB-PDC, which also
employs both hard disk and flash device. Specifically, our trace-driven experimental
results show that the SAIL strategy results in an average 24.2% and 28.2%
performance and energy consumption improvement compared with PB-PDC.
Meanwhile, in terms of write cycles, SAIL guarantees that its impact on flash disk
reliability is trivial and can be safely ignored.
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